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    What's the one element in your sales process that can make or break you Your 

sales letter. A well written sales letter will make you a fortune. Butan inferior 

sales letter will sink you. Learn how to write killer copy that turns your prospects 

into hungry buyers. Discover How To Turn Your Website Into An Overflowing Bank 

Account!Hi. Youre listening to Terry Telford, and were very lucky to have the 

opportunity to talk to Dan Lok who is a master copywriter. Dan has produced 17.3 
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million dollars worth of sales for his clients and hes created a website called 

quickturnmarketing.com. This website is basically a giant swipe file for anybody 

who wants examples of top-notch professional copywriting.Dans strategies have 

actually helped hundreds of small businesses in 39 different industries to increase 

their sales as much as 417. Dans also a publisher and co-author of The Million 

Dollar Copywriting Secrets of the Worlds Greatest Copywriters. Dans also writing 

more books that are coming up in the very near future; you should keep an eye 

out to see what hes coming up with.He also produces an audio series called 

Wizard Talk, which is basically a whos who of super savvy marketing and business 

personalities. This is an absolutely fantastic product as well. So without further 

ado, you wont hear much more from me, Id like to welcome you Dan and thank 

you very much for being here today.Full Private Label RightsJPEG Ecover And CD 
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